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Headway ADP 
provides 
part icipants who live 
with an Acquired 
Brain Injury the 
advocacy, support 
and guidance to 
achieve their chosen 
life goals. We are 
committed to 
empowering all 
part icipants to reach 
their full potent ial 
through an 
individualised, 
person centred 
approach.

MISSION 
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The Meeting was held at Headway House, 6 Percy Street, Bankstown NSW and commenced 
at 10.30pam on the 12.12.2019.

1.Present

Irene Wright, Peter Robinson, Judith Couley, Marina Liaskos (minute taker), Bill Sayers, Karen 
MacCallum via telephone conference, Diane Martin, (Casual member), Thanh Nguyen, Bach 
Tran, Evagelos Kotopoulos, Helen Frousalias, Rajneel Kumar, Hristo Gereige, Eric Hoeflich, 
Diane Olsen, Michael Ruxton, Lee Chau.

2.Apologies - Kerry Stafford

Bill Sayers, Headway ADP Business Manager thanked all for their attendance, introduced the 
27th Annual General Meeting and declared the meeting open.

Bill Sayers did announce that Karen MacCallum (our Secretary) who has telephone 
conferenced in for today, would no longer be our Secretary effective after this AGM. Bill 
expressed his gratitude for all her dedication. Her commeciall business skills have been an 
amazing asset for the Committee.

3.Adoption of Minutes from the Annual General Meeting 06.12.2018

Motion: That the minutes for the Annual General Meeting held 6th December 2018 be 
accepted as a true and accurate record of that meeting.

Moved: Karen Maccallum Seconded: Judith Couley

4.Business Arising from Previous minutes

Nil

5. REPORTS ?

All Committee Members and Office Bearer?s reports for the Annual General 2018-2019 were 
tabled and presented to all present.

Business Manager Bill Sayers summarized the Presidents AGM Report?Act ing Treasurer  in 
her absence.

Headway ADP has held tight to its legacy, in particular the social programs and groups that 
run smoothly and effectively throughout the year. Bill brought to the attention of all present 
that the president?s reports identify that Headway ADP will always remain a specialised brain 
injury service. Headway ADP has been successful in maintaining a strong surplus in this 
financial year. Headway ADP will aim to consolidate a strong financial position for  future 
years. Headway ADP has improved and invested in their IT platform. With effective tools and 
strong NDIS Plans Headway ADP have been able to generate a $111.000.00 net surplus for 
the financial year.
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Business Managers Report.

Bills Sayers presented to all present the Business Mangers report. Bill expressed that the last 
three and half years of being at Headway ADP has been a privilege. Headways ADP is an 
extended family for all participants. Bill also identified that Headway ADP is a service that 
prides itself on not labelling any of their participants, it is an important part of the service 
ethos that we do not use branding to stereotype our participants, we do not see our 
participants as ??different?? just because they live with a disability.

Secretary?s Report

Thanked Bill and his senior staff and the community support staff for their amazing work. 
Karen expressed how amazing Headway ADP is and was proud to be part of such an 
amazing community program.

Participant Representative ? Peter Robinson

Headway ADP?S legacy is always strong with the social activity component.  Groups and 
social outings are well attended and participants are able to voice their opinions,  choice and 
control and the opportunity to provide feedback about the services they receive form 
Headway ADP .

Financial Report June 2019- Karen MacCullum is happy to move and the audited reports

Secretary Karen MacCullum requested that the Audited financial report prepared by Quinn 
Consultants Chartered Accountants for the End of June 2019 at the Annual General Meeting 
be moved and accepted by members of the organisation present on the day.

Moved: Peter Robinson Seconded Judith Couley

6. Election of Management Committee Members

Three (3) Nominations were received for the following position.

Bill Sayers announced that the following positions were declared open ?

1. President Position

2. Secretary

3. Ordinary Member

Nominations were received for the above position for the tenure2019-2021

Position Nominee Propser Seconder

President/Treasurer Kerry Stafford Peter Robinson Judith Couley
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Ordinary Member Di Martin Peter Robinson Irene Wright

Secretary Judith Couley Peter Robinson Irene Wright

Positions were endorsed without any objections from Members.

7.Appointment of Auditor

All members present were happy to engage Quinn Group Consultants as our Chartered 
Accountants/ Auditors for the 2020-2021.

Moved: Karren MacCallum Seconded Peter Robinson.

8.GENERAL BUSINESS

Bill once again thanked all the Participants of Headway ADP, Bill expressed that without 
you all there would be no Headway ADP.

Bill Sayers also wanted to take the opportunity to thank the following.

Bill noted and personally thanked his Senior Staff members Marina Liaskos and Maria 
Seraphim. Their dedication and hard work over the last three years plus has been 
testimoniy to the legacy of this organisation. Three years ago, there were people that did 
not think Headway ADP would survive.  The tenacity of their hard work has paid off.

Committee members will always remind us where we are at Headway ADP. Diane Martin, 

an expert clinician, and her work with us has been integral to how the service has come 

together. Kerry Stafford, her experience and her passion about ABI, has brought a focus 

to our committee in this challenging environment. 

Karen MacCallum is an amazing lady with a forensic mind. Karen has helped build the 

financial reporting and commercial savvy wihing the organisation. , Headway ADP will 

miss Karen and look to attract a new committee member with a passion for ABI in 

2020/21.

Bill presented to all the committee members a small token of appreciation for their hard 

work.

9.Closed meeting at 11.00am
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2019/20 has come and gone very quickly, with the service 
rising to new challenges in an ever-changing environment.

Participant satisfaction surveys for the 2019/20 financial year 
indicate clearly that Headway ADP is meeting and often 
exceeding participant expectations as we apply the key quality 
indicators/outcome measures set by the NDIS framework. This 
is great feedback. As President, I am pleased to report  
glowing participant appraisal of choice and control, assisted 
decision making, provision of language/materials that are 
accessible, cultural competence and privacy, Headway ADP 
ranks at between 95 and 100% in terms of effectiveness 
across each of these indices. This most importantly though, is 
the endorsement from you.

Being a specialist service, this feedback is critical, because it 
does show that Headway ADP are addressing needs and 
engaging in ways that truly reflect the NDIS practice 
standards. We do this because we are committed to 
individuals like yourself, who have unique and often invisible 
needs.

Maintaining specialisation within the quasi market remains 
challenging as the NDIS and Commonwealth Government 
seeks to streamline and to some extent, adopt a McDonalds 
type approach to promote coverage, but not necessarily 
quality. This is an appraisal that the NDIA would reject but 
evidence from dealings with the NDIA and Local Area 
Coordinators often tells a different story. We expect that the 
introduction of independent assessment and more layers of 
bureaucracy may well make advocacy more challenging, but 
ironically, more important than ever. Initial feedback through 
NDS has identified the potential pitfalls of NDIS moving to 
such a model.

What is pleasing currently. is that participants overwhelmingly 
see Headway ADP as a proactive part of their lives in terms of 
advocacy, safety, and accountability. It all comes down to the 
fact that Headway ADP participants know every head office 
staff member and numerous support staff. Participants have a 
real voice at Headway ADP and realise that Headway ADP 
stakes its reputation on being alongside participants, families, 
carers, most significantly, in times of crisis.Headway ADP is 
entrusted to protect individuals from bullying, harassment, or 
injury. Headway ADP is viewed as an enabler and is frequently 
seen as a fierce advocate regardless of the issue: I.e. housing, 
third party business, medical or financial issues. Through 
COVID 19 we have seen the bureaucracy become more 
remote (avoiding face to face or home assessments) and it is 
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Encourage Participants 
with an Acquired Brain 
injury to achieve their life 
goals. 

VALUES

- Empowerment

- Inclusion

- Respect.

- Quality

- Transparency

- Diversity

VISION
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Par t icipant  

sat isfact ion -pride in 

what we do is at the 

centre of what we do. 

Without participants, 

there is no Headway 

ADP, and we aim to be 

here to celebrate our 

40th anniversary in 2023 

and our 50th birthday, a 

decade later in 2033.

Viabil i t y-Headway ADP 

has grown and 

consolidated its financial 

position in 2019/20. This 

fact enables disaster 

recovery and continuity 

in tougher times.

In summary, it is a 
pleasure and privilege to 
serve as your President 
and enjoy the trust of 
the ABI community. We 
are determined to 
continue to make a 
positive difference in 
your lives, cut through 
red tape and provide the 
sector leadership that 
both you and your 
community deserve. 
May 2020/21 see 
Headway ADP continue 
as your trusted 
professionals in the 
sector, and your 
feedback drive us all to 
achieve even greater 
things in life.

So, where do we stand 
at the end of 2019/20?

My view is that we need 
to embrace the 
following principles to 
remain a service of 
choice for individuals 
living with an Acquired 
Brain Injury throughout 
South Western Sydney:

Agil i t y-to deal with the 
ever-changing 
requirements of the 
NDIS and utilise plan 
funding effectively ? 
throughout COVID and 
beyond.

Qualit y focus-to 
continue to lift the 
standard of our 
performance and 
promote a real 
difference in the lives of 
individuals living with 
an ABI.

Specialisat ion-WE 
believe that when we 
take care of and truly 
understand our 
participants the 
business bottom line 
will take care of itself.

Advocacy -With the 
view that agency staff 
and delegates are 
responsible to the 
participant and not 
treasury. We need to 
make them accountable 
to you.

very clear that the push 
to automation will only 
benefit participant 
cohorts who have full 
cognitive capacity. 
Through peak 
organisations and 
lobbying. Headway ADP 
will continue to 
promote that fact that 
specialisation makes a 
real difference, because 
informed choice 

to some extent relies on 
understanding  as well 
as the skills of the 
provider.

Headway ADP reject the 
notion that all services 
should be brokered 
through ?independent 
third parties? such as 
LACs. Time and again, 
one of our hinderers 
are the poor basic skills 
set of LACS and 
occasionally, planners. 
Whilst there are 
exceptions, this has 
been compounded by a 
limited capacity to know 
or assess need 
holistically. Currently, 
Headway ADP have 
built good relationships 
with a diverse range of 
providers and 
therapists. This diversity 
ensures choice, control 
and directly challenges 
the notion that provider 
involvement is driven by 
self-interest. Evidence 
and feedback clearly 
suggest otherwise.
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into the profit line of our 
accounts. The continuity of State 
Health funding (confirmed post 
June 30) has in turn, given a 
buffer to the business that will 
enable the service to drive 
efficiencies and position in the 
virtual market for the future. An 
upcoming threat to the market 
however will be the NDIA?s 
intended move to ?independent 
assessment? of NDIS participant 
eligibility and reviews. The 
experience of participants as 
this unfolds will be worth 
watching as it is likely to see 
some funding levels come under 
pressure through a new layer of 
health bureaucrats.

It is still apparent, that good 
referrals tend to come from the 
health system and community, 
whilst numerous poor referrals 
come from the agency itself. This 
is in no small part due to the 
agency trying to broker 
segments of the plan whilst not 
necessarily, addressing ABI as 
primary referral criteria, or 
seriously looking at 
demographic, situational or 
other variables. A move to 
Centrelink type mentality (aka 
Services Australia) is one we 
need to watch, as this could 
erode financial outlooks for 
services and participants, and 
make service reviews far more 
challenging.

Kerry Stafford

participants that best fit our 
profile and objectives (in 
terms of achieving life goals). 
We have found to date that 
plan scale rather than net 
numbers of participants, is a 
better option for the 
participant and the service. 
This allows us to focus 
holistically, and certainly 
enables us to ensure quality, 
without compromising 
account balances.

Through frugal management, 
good economies of scale, 
property value and some 
one-off dividends, Headway 
ADP has achieved an asset 
position of over 2 million 
dollars reserve and has 
already met its 3-year 
strategic plan financial target. 
As forecasts were not able to 
predict ongoing State Health 
funding in 2018, the 
maintenance of this funding 
has been a significant bonus.

This financial year allowed 
Headway ADP to consolidate 
its position for the first time 
since the inception of the 
NDIS, with the full transition 
to an 80:20 balance of 1:1 VS 
group and supplementary 
revenues apparent. As a 
result, we have been able to 
invest in a substantial fixed 
term deposit of half a million 
dollars. The completion of 
ADHC obligations within the 
year enabled Headway ADP to 
draw potential liability back 

MESSAGE FROM  ACTING TREASURER 
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Headway ADP has 
managed to consolidate its 
financial position despite 
the disruption from COVID 
19, which hit in March 
2020. Although the net 
financial impact of the virus 
was felt by particular 
cohorts (residents in aged 
care, participants with 
co-morbidity and elderly 
carers who are very 
anxious) the vast majority 
of participants remain 
connected to our service 
and made it very clear that 
this was the only means by 
which they could retain 
social support and 
independence throughout 
the pandemic.

Our accounts have settled 
with a good financial 
reserve now underpinning 
future decisions. Headway 
ADP will continue to look at 



due to business levels 
failing to drop 
significantly. This was in 
large part due to the 
value of plans and the 
fact that many of our 
participants live on their 
own or rely on elderly 
carers. Our strong 
position on use of PPE 
and our education of 
participants in March 
2020, also prepared 
the way forward for 
any COVID related 
shock.

So, where are we at 
June 30, 2020. We are 
still a brain injury 
provider of choice, we 
have well-funded plans 
in the main, due to the 
leadership of Maria and 
support workers. Thanks 
to Marina?s inquisitive 
mind and ability to 
negotiate, have amazing 
IT tools and 
communication systems, 
that have lessened the 

HEADER

provide supports, and if so, 
to what extent.The financial 
year 2019/20 had started 
well, but it was very clear 
that we needed to think and 
move quickly.

After much discussion it was 
decided that we should 
unleash the creativity of 
team members to run our 
version of Headway TV, with 
Emma starring, Charles 
filming and support workers 
producing and directing 
within the home of 
participants. The net result 
has been reflected in our 
annual survey of 
participants, who have rated 
Headway ADP?s ability to 
deliver group support and 
keep connected throughout 
the crisis as a major positive.

The other challenge for 
Headway ADP was 
maintaining effective 1:1 
supports and a respectable 
financial position throughout 
the crisis. I am pleased to 
report that despite 
disruption to service delivery 
and some participants 
choosing to opt out of 
services due to concerns 
around COVID (including 
those in Aged Care), 
Headway ADP has more than 
held its own to date , and 
this is evidenced in our 
acquittal for the financial 
year.The decision not to 
apply for Job Keeper (to 
supplement staff wages) was 

No one could have forecast the 
changes we would face when 
COVID 19 first reared its head 
late 2019. At the time, we were 
all hoping it would go much the 
same way as SARS and MERS, 
two corona type viruses that 
had emerged previously 
throughout Asia and the Middle 
East but did not spread 
globally. Unfortunately, this has 
not been the case with the 
global COVID 19 infection 
numbers now passing 40 
million.

Amidst the outbreak, Headway 
ADP have worked to prevent 
social isolation but at the same 
time, ensure safety. Some 
major challenges have been 
met and dealt with through 
innovation and commitment to 
quality. Initiatives included the 
use of ZOOM technology and 
pre-recording to continue 1:1 
service delivery off site for BEAT 
and Cooking before COVID 
restrictions were relaxed.

The COVID situation also forced 
scrutiny of business levels, 
sustainability, and quality. It is 
true to say that we had few 
clues as to how the outbreak 
and restrictions would unfold 
when the virus started to 
impact in March 2020, leading 
to panic buying, suspension of 
most sports, and stand downs 
of many working in industries 
like retail, hospitality and travel. 
For Headway ADP the question 
was whether COVID restrictions 
would impact on our ability to 

BUSINESS MANAGER REVIEW 
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We recognise our past.Headway ADP management is com m it t ed t o 
preserving a 37- year old legacy and ensuring that we have the 
financial and intellectual resources to provide superior quality services 
that exceed sector standards. We will continue to evolve to meet this 
need.

Headway House is a second home to some. We are advocates through 
our passion and the view that it is a privilege to serve the ABI 
community and every person using our service.Headway House 
belongs to the ABI community, and as management and staff, we serve 
as your custodian.

We never give up. Your goals and choices are the fuel that powers us 
when we deal with the NDIA. At Headway ADP we recognise that you 
may feel more comfortable when we walk beside you. We reject the 
view that the bureaucracy as masters within the disability universe. 
Your unmet needs and future goals should drive the NDIS response 
and ultimately, the agency is here to assist you to achieve them. 
Remember your right to question and know that we are here to 
support you, with negotiations, appeals and complaints, when your 
requests are reasonable and necessary.

We are truly representative. Our committee is made up of 
representatives who have decades of lived experience, clinical and 
community experience with Acquired Brain Injury. This protects 
the interests of the ABI community and to some degree, protects 
this unique service from commercial raiders. We will not be sold at 
any price.

We are financially secure. We have greatly improved our facilit ies 
and built a war chest for the future. This is important as it 
underpins our goal to see ABI services prosper beyond 2050. For 
people with an ABI, having devoted resources for the future is 
important beyond measure. It is a guarantee.

overhead burden on our 
service, whilst driving 
efficiency. It is important 
to tell you the South 
West Area Health Service 
(our other funding body) 
have repeatedly affirmed 
that we are a ?great litt le 
provider? and they truly 
value the work we do.

I have spoken in the past 
about participants 
viewing Headway ADP as 
a second home. I have 
also spoken about the 
need to have specialist 
providers who are 
proudly not for profit and 
participant focused. 
When questioned about 
this the message stays 
on the same themes.

We have had a great 
year. What do I believe is 
our secret?

Small is beautiful. Size 
does not always lead to 
efficiency, but rather, it 
can lead to anonymity of 
the participant. You are 
never a number at 
Headway Adult 
Development Program. 
We are committed to see 
that your voice is heard 
and that supports work 
tirelessly to enable you to 
reach your life goals.

You are not a number. 
We do not brand cars or 
people because we are 
all about the service and 
dignity of participants. 
Under the one roof, we 
are all equals. Headway 
ADP is not a brand, it is a 
service to you.

BUSINESS MANAGER | 11



MEMBERSHIP STATS 

COMMITTEE PROFILE
Pet er  Robinson - attemded 6 
meetings  Peter?s enthusiasm 
for life and his beloved South 
Sydney Rabbitohs is only 
matched by his passion for 
other persons living with an 
Acquired Brain Injury. Ever the 
creative thinker, Peter is always 
challenging the participant 
base to devise new ideas, 
locations for get togethers and 
feedback to promote quality. 
He is always contributing 
positively and has experienced 
the highs and lows of dealing 
with the NDIA first-hand. This 
makes him an invaluable voice 
at the committee table.

Irene Wr ight  - attended 6 
meetings  Most disability 
specialists will tell you that 
carers with lived experience 
provide the most valuable 
insights to some of the daily 
challenges faced by individuals 
with a disability, across all 
aspects of life. Irene Wright 
brings knowledge that can only 
come with decades of work as 
a Mum and a carer. Her 
insights regarding the disability 
bureaucracy and how disability 
has had a ripple effect on her 
family are a window for many 
of the persons within the 
community who know and 
trust us. Irene is a staunch 
supporter of Headway ADP 
and as one of 3 members with 
lived experience, her input 
ensures that we are acutely 
aware how changes to the 
NDIS are impacting.

Ker ry St af ford:  President  
and Treasurer  - attended 5 
meetings

Kerry?s decades of leadership 
to persons living with 
Acquired Brain Injury (as CEO 
of ABI Services) has assisted 
in promoting robust 
discussion about the issues of 
Quality, Governance and 
Service Delivery. Through 
running a high- quality service 
consistently exceeding 
accreditation requirements, 
Kerry provides a perspective 
that enables Headway ADP to 
maintain and meet its own 
benchmarks. Under Kerry?s 
Presidency, Headway ADP 
strives to pursue excellence 
as a specialist ABI provider in 
a market that needs to 
maintain diversity and choice.

Judit h Couley: Secret ary- 
attended 6 meetings

Judith has worn many hats at 
Headway ADP over recent 
decades including small 
business owner, participant 
representative and formerly, 
Headway ADP President. This 
rich experience has effectively 
given Judith a profile with 
service users, carers and 
Headway ADP management 
and staff. Judith is viewed as a 
wise elder and council by 
some of our participants, who 
have a long history with the 
organisation.
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- Other Interested 
Parties  = 3

- Associate Members  =  1

- People with an 
Acquired Brain 
Injury  =  13

- Life Members = 3

Di Mar t in: Casual 
Mem ber : - attended 6 
meetings

Diane?s experience as a 
clinician working with 
persons who have an ABI 
now extends over 3 
decades. Never run of the 
mill, Diane has been a 
stalwart in the corner of 
many ex patients who 
have been hospitalised 
and returned to the 
community, for much of 
this time. She is viewed as 
a confidante and friend to 
many of the individuals 
who have worked with 
her, particularly those 
who are living on their 
own. Since joining 
Headway ADP?s 
committee, Di has not 
only linked individuals to 
our service, but has 
shown deft judgement in 
determining which 
participants stand the 
most to gain from a 
service relationship with 
Headway ADP. As a result, 
participants at high risk of 
social isolation are not 
only connecting but 
improving their lives and 
independence by the day. 
Di has witnessed some of 
this first-hand.



been implemented. I am 
grateful for both Maria and 
Bill as my future seems more 
secure with a solid NDIS Plan. 

Another big news item was 
our excellent results with  
NDIS Accreditat ion. 
Headway ADP performed 
above and beyond with Nil 
Non Conformit ies. This 
means that Headway ADP  
has secured another three 
years as a NDIS registered 
provider.  We are very proud 
and feel honored that we 
have an excellent 
Management team that lead 
to these results. 

What 's next for Headway 
ADP.  Our latest part icipant 
Get together held in August 
20 ident ified that it  is very 
important to remain 
connected to the community 
despite the challenges we 
have faced during Covid 19. 

Our Part icipants really 
vocalized the opportunit ies 
for cont inued Social 
Development Outings and 
have come up with some 
great ideas and places to visit . 

Our Christmas Party will be 
held on the 10th December 
this year after the 28th 
Annual general meeting, I 
look forward to seeing you all 
at tend and celebrate, keeping 
up  with social distancing 
guidelines that are st ill in 
force. With the future st ill 
cloudy due to the Pandemic 
we put our trust in Headway 
ADP to direct us moving 
forward to 2021.

Beat Program also ran via 
Zoom. The only differences 
were that we were accessing 
the Art  and exercise via 
Headway's  ADP pre recorded 
You tube channel. 

Another project that has been 
created at Headway ADP was 
the recording  of some of our 

long standing Community 
Educat ion Speakers. Our 
Business Operat ions 
Coordinator and I came up 
with the idea of having these 
presentat ions recorded for not 
only historical reference but 
most important ly, to be able to 
keep community awareness 
going, especially with our 
young adults who at at higher 
risk of car accidents and drink 
driving. 

The NDIS  has been running 
now at Headway ADP for 
almost 4 years and life has 
been a lit t le less challenging 
with the supports that have 

Another year has flown by, but 
this year brought challenges 
not only to the disability world 
but to the ent ire Cosmos. The 
pandemic really shook the 
world.  Headway ADP assisted 
all part icipants to be able to 
handle the labyrinth of the 
Covid 19 Pandemic. We all felt  
the isolat ion but were some 
what confused on how we 
should go about our daily life.  

With the support of the 
Headway ADP field staff, 
information relayed to us 
allowed us to isolate in a safe 
way but not completely loose 
connect ivity with our services. 
We all became ZOOM 
champions with the smarts of 
our IT at Headway ADP we 
were able to cont inue with our 
groups via Zoom. Monday and 
Tuesday Cooking cont inued 
with our facilitator Emma who 
ran the groups at Headway 
ADP House. Our support staff 
were able to log in via their I 
Pads and we had the 
opportunity to converse with 
each other, keep our skills up 
and most important ly feel 
connected with our peers. The 

THE YEAR THAT BROUGHT A PANDEMIC 2020 -                         
PETER ROBINSON 

"Our Participant really vocalised 
the opportunities for continued 
Social Development Outings"
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ANNUAL STATEMENT GIVE TRUE AND  FAIRE VIEW OF FINANCIAL 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
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